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Abstract

Marine protected areas (MPAs) provide both conservation and economic
benefits. Recent international conservation actors have called for a dramatic
increase in the area of MPAs from almost 8% to 30% of marine area
by 2030 in a policy called 30X30. Both the economics and conservation
science literatures consider MPA decisions and MPA impact, although the
economics literature focuses on fishery economic outcomes. This review
uses an optimization framework for MPA decisions as a lens through
which to evaluate the economics literature on MPAs in the context of the
30X30 expansion decisions. We argue for more economic analysis of MPA
policy questions, including those around siting, design, restrictions, and
management choices; impact evaluation; responses of people; low-income
country settings and incomplete enforcement; spatial settings without
metapopulations; and conservation rather than harvest objectives.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Marine protected areas (MPAs) impose restrictions on activities within specific areas of marine
settings. Categories of MPAs range from no-take reserves with no permitted extractive uses to
multiple-use MPAs that allow some use. As with terrestrial protected areas (PAs), MPAs provide
conservation outcomes by protecting the resources and ecosystem functions in the MPA. Unlike
terrestrial PAs, MPAs are commonly used as fishery management tools within a marinescape. For
both conservation and poverty alleviation reasons, the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goal 14 aims for larger MPA networks worldwide. The Convention on Biological Diversity calls
for MPAs to increase from 7.7% to 30% of marine areas in MPAs by 2030, in a plan called 30X30.

Because area targets can be met in infinite ways, economic analysis ofMPA network expansions
can contribute to efficiency and enable larger conservation and economic outcomes per spending.
MPA economic outcomes range from fishery incomes to net social benefits, including nonmarket
values, while conservation outcomes include improvements in the number of species, species pop-
ulations or biomass, resilience metrics, and ecosystem processes.Given the vast areas involved; the
potential to protect critical ecological systems and biodiversity to thwart the current extinction
crisis; the economic values of fishing, tourism, and other ecosystem services worldwide; and mul-
titudes whose well-being corresponds to marine ecosystem health, economists should find ample
reason to engage with the questions of how best to expand MPAs. Economic analysis of MPAs
can inform the full suite of MPA decisions, including design such as size, location, network con-
figuration, restrictions, tourism infrastructure, and management such as reducing threats through
incentives,monitoring, and enforcement.Many frameworks could be useful in informingMPA de-
cisions, such as systematic conservation planning, reserve site selection, software like MARXAN,
and MPA policy impact analysis. These widely used frameworks typically do not incorporate eco-
nomic analysis approaches, even when addressing economic outcomes such as fishery harvests.
While economic analysis of MPAs focuses on fishery outcomes, economic perspectives on peo-
ple’s behavior in response to MPAs are particularly important because responses determine both
conservation and economic outcomes. This review uses an MPA optimization framework as a lens
through which to evaluate the MPA economics literature in the context of the 30X30 expansion
decisions.

2. ECONOMICS OF MARINE PROTECTED AREA DECISIONS:
THE LENS AND THE LITERATURE

Our framework for assessing the MPA economics literature follows an optimization problem
structure: an objective, choice variables, marinescape and ecological system characteristics as con-
straints and equations of motion, and socioeconomic and institutional constraints. The choice
variables include MPA location, size, configuration, restrictions, and management. The setting’s
bio-geo-physical characteristics include the spatial distribution of ecological attributes, the spatial
behavior of the ecosystem such as fish dispersal, and system dynamics. People’s decisions in re-
sponse to the MPA and its management create additional equations of motion due to their impact
on the ecosystem. Budget constraints and local institutions form additional constraints. Proceed-
ing from the objective function through these choice variables and constraints,we use this decision
framework to assess the economics literature’s status and contribution to MPA policy.

2.1. Objective Function

Beyond area targets, MPAs seek to generate conservation benefits, economic benefits, or both.
Economists consider MPAs to maximize net social benefits or, more commonly, to maximize
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economic returns (Davis et al. 2019b). Despite the importance of tourism revenues from MPAs,
those values are rarely considered in designing MPAs. Conservation economists and scientists
view the objective of MPAs as providing a suite of conservation outcomes, including stemming
the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services, maximizing the number of species, creating MPA
representation of diverse systems, increasing fish stocks for harvested or nonharvested species,
resilience to climate change, and coral reef health (e.g., Almany et al. 2009, Bates et al. 2019,
Davies et al. 2017, Game et al. 2009,Magris et al. 2018,Wilson et al. 2020). Most MPA economic
analyses consider both a fishery economic goal and a conservation goal.

Economists prefer an objective function that maximizes net social benefits from MPAs,
including market and nonmarket values, but the lack of data and valuation estimates limits such
analyses. Valuation of MPA benefits, like coral reef functions or tourism, are not directly linked
to decisions about MPAs (Beharry-Borg & Scarpa 2010, Schuhmann et al. 2019, Spalding et al.
2017). Choice experiments identify a large willingness to pay for recreation and habitat protection
(Davis et al. 2019a) and for tourism improvements (Paltriguera et al. 2018) through MPAs. Stated
preference analysis estimates the value of expanding an MPA (Stefanski & Shimshack 2016). Still,
relatively few such valuation analyses of specific species or ecosystem services are available to
inform MPA decisions.

Many economic analyses view MPAs as fishery management tools and emphasize MPA impact
on fish harvests and revenues as an economic objective, while also considering fish stocks as a con-
servation goal (Albers et al. 2020a, Cornejo-Donoso et al. 2017, Sanchirico &Wilen 2001, Smith
&Wilen 2003). Reithe et al. (2014) examine the impact of MPAs on producer and consumer sur-
plus in a rare welfare analysis. In positive analysis, Sanchirico &Wilen (2001) and Smith &Wilen
(2003) consider the impact of a reserve on marinescape aggregate harvests and on marinescape
stocks. In normative analysis, Sanchirico et al. (2006) ask when establishing a no-take reserve will
maximize marinescape profits. Albers et al. (2020a, 2021) determine the optimalMPA tomaximize
income, comprising fishing income and onshore income, and to maximize marinescape stocks. In
these frameworks, MPA benefits to marinescape fisheries through fish dispersal trade off against
the lost fishing within the MPA.

Yet, conservation goals may not coincide with the harvested resource. Reimer &Haynie (2018)
evaluate the impact of MPAs/fishing closures to conserve Stellar sea lions on net revenue in mari-
nescape fisheries. Capitán et al. (2020) compare MPA decisions across several goals, including
maximizing income, extracted resource stocks, and unextracted sea turtle populations. Combin-
ing modeling and empirics, Sultan (2021) considers the MPA impact on fish populations, biomass,
and catch rates. Conservation science analyses find limited impact of MPAs on non-harvested
species (Endo et al. 2019, Montero-Serra et al. 2019, Welch et al. 2018). MPA tourism can also
reduce conservation outcomes (Lopes et al. 2017, Monti et al. 2018, Velando & Munilla 2011).
Hastings et al. (2017) show that marine reserves in a multispecies fishery can reduce bycatch with-
out reducing yields of the target species.

Whether for a conservation or an economic goal, the impact of the MPA is a function of what
would have occurred without the MPA, just as tropical PAs are evaluated for their avoided defor-
estation (Andam et al. 2008). Davis et al. (2019b) emphasize that impact analysis and predicting
outcomes in order to make decisions focus on the changes created by the MPA, while clarify-
ing that changes must be driven by the MPA and not influenced by other MPAs (Ferraro et al.
2019). Albers et al. (2020a, 2021) chooseMPAs that maximize the avoided stock loss by calculating
the loss with and without MPA aggregate stock. Klein & Watters (2020) compare outcomes to a
counterfactual scenario with no MPA. Predicting or assessing the impact of MPAs relative to the
no-MPA setting, however, faces considerable challenges both in before/after comparisons and in
choosing comparator or control sites (Davis et al. 2019b). Ferraro et al. (2019) find much of the
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MPA impact literature to be largely uninterpretable because it fails to adequately address both
excludability, with related issues of bias and identification, and interference, with issues around
interactions between MPAs and surrounding areas.

2.2. Marine Protected Area Choices and Control Variables

MPA choices go beyond a simple per location yes-no decision on PA status. As in the reserve site
selection literature, the decision to place any particular site in a PA is a function of that site’s char-
acteristics and the characteristics of all other sites in the PA network. MPA choices include the
specific location, configuration, and size of the MPA; the accepted uses and restrictions on uses
within the MPA; ecological and economic management decisions, including monitoring and en-
forcement; and temporal choices. All of these choices face information gaps in how they influence
the creation of MPA benefits, particularly for conservation benefits beyond fish stock metrics.

2.2.1. Size. Conservation area targets, as in 30X30, have raised interest and skepticism in large
MPAs. Advantages of large MPAs include allowing interactions between different ecosystems
within one MPA, more holistic management, and economies of scale in management, although
monitoring costs could increase with area (Wilhelm et al. 2014). In exploring MPA size for highly
mobile species, Cornejo-Donoso et al. (2017) use detailed models of fish movement to determine
how different movement assumptions drive the optimal MPA size to maximize fishery benefits,
suggesting that large MPAs can be effective in stock conservation and increasing fishery outputs.
Vandeperre et al.’s (2011) meta-analysis finds mixed impact on fishery catch rates as a function of
no-take reserve area. In a setting with biological hot spots, Schnier (2005) finds that the optimal
size of theMPA reflects productivity of the hot spot and other areas, but also heterogeneity of pro-
ductivity. In MPA models that choose MPA size, Yamazaki et al. (2015) and Albers et al. (2020a)
find that larger MPAs can lead to lower aggregate stocks due to larger no-take reserves that are
not well enforced and suffer illegal harvest; the MPA size interacts with management actions. In
their empirical work, Arias et al. (2015) find that compliance with MPAs is higher with smaller
MPAs.The choice ofMPA size contains trade-offs between an area’s impact onmanagement costs,
threats to the system, and benefits based on fishmovement and ecosystem services, with remaining
questions about when those trade-offs lead to preferences for large or small MPAs.

2.2.2. Location. In models and settings with spatial heterogeneity in either the ecological sys-
tem or economic returns (including distance costs) to fishing, the location of the MPA con-
tributes to its outcomes. Within metapopulation models with fish dispersal among patches, the
ecological heterogeneity can include source patches of dispersal and sinks (Crowder et al. 2000,
Kroetz & Sanchirico 2015, Sanchirico &Wilen 2001). Sanchirico &Wilen (2001) and Sanchirico
(2004) find that locating a reserve on a source in a sink-source system leads to higher aggre-
gate biomass and can lead to higher aggregate harvests under some conditions, whereas locat-
ing the MPA on the sink decreases aggregate harvests. In settings with density dispersal, MPAs
increase aggregate biomass and can increase aggregate harvest. Krueck et al. (2017) examine
location and other choices across larval dispersal patterns. Sanchirico (2004) emphasizes that
MPA siting requires a marinescape perspective that reflects the characteristics of each patch and
their connections through dispersal rather than basing MPA location choices on single patch
characteristics.

Similarly, the distribution of fishers and heterogeneity in their distance costs influence theMPA
location (Albers et al. 2020a, 2021). The appropriate MPA location differs across management
budget levels because enforcement combines with distance costs to deter illegal fishing within
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MPAs, which determines the MPA outcomes. The MPA location is also sensitive to whether the
ecological boundaries of the marinescape are open or closed to fish dispersal (Albers et al. 2021).

For settings in which subpopulations of species cross jurisdictional boundaries, the MPA siting
decision is complicated by the interests of both jurisdictions and the public good nature of the
MPA. Strategic interactions lead to suboptimal MPA locations (Ruijs & Janmaat 2007). Under
some conditions and species characteristics, transboundaryMPAs can resolve the overexploitation
of boundary-crossing fish and lead to higher stocks and harvests for both countries (Costello &
Molina 2021).

2.2.3. Network configuration. Defining appropriate networks of PAs requires considering the
dispersal connectivity between MPAs, ecosystem and species representation across the network,
and redundant conservation to mitigate local extinction risk. Although the conservation ecology
literature finds varied results for the spacing and sizing of individual MPAs in a network, it em-
phasizes fish dispersal distances in establishing networks (e.g., Metcalfe et al. 2015, Puckett &
Eggleston 2016). Guidance to practitioners suggests separating marine reserves according to the
movement of adult, juvenile, and larval stages of fish to promote connectivity (Green et al. 2013).
Uncertainty regarding fish dispersal distances may reduce the optimal distance betweenMPA sites
(Halpern et al. 2006).

Configuration also contributes to outcomes through nondispersal and nonecological consider-
ations. Metcalfe et al. (2015) emphasize the interactions between the configuration, number, and
size of MPA sites in assessing trade-offs including socioeconomic outcomes. Sanchirico (2004)
finds settings in which one reserve provides lower rents than two reserves. Albers et al. (2020a)
find that the number and location of equal-sized MPAs in an MPA network change nonlinearly
with increases inmanagement budgets.Beyond these studies, little economic analysis considers the
complex spatial decisions of fishers in response to networks of MPAs to inform network decisions.

2.2.4. Restrictions, IUCN category, and zoning. Although most economic analysis considers
no-take reserves, different categories of MPAs—as defined by the International Union for Con-
servation of Nature (IUCN)—permit extractive activities within MPAs, forming another control
variable that contributes to MPA net benefits. Costello & Ballantine (2015) report that 94% of
MPAs are not no-take reserves and allow some fishing,which they argue limitsMPA contributions
to biodiversity conservation. Other ecological studies describe higher biomass in no-take MPAs
than partially protected MPAs (Sala & Giakoumi 2018). In terrestrial PAs, economists find that
multiple-use PAs provide more protection against deforestation than do more restrictive PAs and
hypothesize that people’s threats to PA resources differ across IUCN categories of PAs in the con-
text of incomplete enforcement (Pfaff et al. 2014). Similarly, Arias et al. (2015) find higher MPA
effectiveness through fisher compliance in MPAs that permit but regulate fishing. Economists
have not explicitly explored the impact of restrictions or IUCN category on people’s responses
to MPAs, but these empirical findings raise the question of opportunities to use that category
decision for both conservation and economic goals.

Zoning of MPAs creates areas with different access and use restrictions. In multiple-use MPAs,
Vilas et al. (2020) find ecosystem metrics such as species biomass, size, and diversity, and the
economic metric of total catch, to be lower in MPAs with lower levels of protected status in their
zones. Considering zoning decisions, Grantham et al. (2013) find that focusing on the no-take
zone without addressing local community resource use leads to negative consequences for com-
munities but the analysis uses implicit frameworks to define community needs and access. Green
et al.’s (2013) MPA network design guide for practitioners calls for the creation of large multiple-
use MPAs that contain zones with different permitted uses, including no-take reserves, while
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differentiating zones to exploit synergies across zones. In terrestrial settings, economic modeling
of spatial decisions by extractors informs the appropriate size and location of zones around core
restricted zones, but such frameworks are not incorporated into software or decision frameworks
for defining zones and zone use restrictions (Albers 1996, 2010; Robinson et al. 2011, 2013).

In addition to having restrictions on fishing by amount or location, multiple-use MPAs can
restrict who has fishing rights and what fishing gear is permitted. Fishing gear restrictions might
include carrying capacity–damaging activities like dynamite fishing or fish growth–impairing gear
like fine mesh nets.

2.2.5. Management. In addition to ecological management such as removing invasive species,
generating net benefits fromMPAs requires management of people. People create value and eco-
nomic returns through fishing and tourism activities, but people also pose threats to species and
ecosystems within MPAs. Many parks are labeled paper parks because insufficient management
allows illegal and destructive actions within parks, includingMPAs.Management decisions to mit-
igate human threat within MPAs typically fall into two categories: monitoring and enforcement
of restrictions and incentives through compensation with monitoring.

Most analysis of no-take zones assumes that the zones deter all harvest in the MPA, with-
out consideration of the enforcement costs incurred to deter harvest. By ignoring enforcement
costs, such frameworks cannot inform management decisions about MPAs and can lead to false
predictions of MPA impact, which generates inappropriate siting decisions (Albers et al. 2020a,
2021; Hallwood 2004). Using a spatially implicit framework, Yamazaki et al. (2015) examine re-
lationships between the fraction of a marinescape in a no-take zone, enforcement against illegal
harvest, and dispersal across the marinescape and find that no-take zones that are too large result
in both high levels of illegal harvest and low aggregate biomass. Considering enforcement costs
for no-take zones and territorial use rights for fishing programs (TURFs), Davis et al. (2015) find
that higher species abundances occur through enforcement and determine ranges of prices and
costs in which enforcement increases revenues. Englander (2019) finds that exclusive economic
zones (EEZs) deter unauthorized fishing despite the potentially prohibitive cost of enforcing those
zone restrictions. Albers et al. (2020a, 2021) choose the optimal MPA location and enforcement
level across enforcement budgets. They find that ignoring the costs of MPA enforcement leads
to MPAs that are too large and located in the wrong locations—particularly in locations close to
ports and with high levels of pre-MPA fishing—to achieve income or fish stock goals. In addi-
tion, these analyses find that enforcement levels that do not deter all illegal fishing can be optimal
for income-maximizing MPAs and budget-constrained optimal for avoided stock loss maximiz-
ing MPAs. That finding implies a link between MPA decisions about permitted uses, such as the
IUCN classification, and enforcement. Yet, MPA analyses that explicitly consider enforcement’s
impact on people’s decisions and on MPA effectiveness remain limited (Arias et al. 2015, Corrales
et al. 2020, Thiault et al. 2019). The benefits of enforcement go beyond impact on biomass and
harvest; Hall et al. (2002) find that recreational visitors to MPAs have an estimated willingness to
pay of US$6/family for policies that reduce illegal fishing.

Although much of the MPA network expansion will occur in lower-income countries, little
of the economics literature addresses widely used, incentive-based mechanisms to limit illegal
extraction in MPAs in those countries. Alternative income-generating projects for potential MPA
poachers can induce lower levels of illegal fishing by making fishing relatively less attractive or by
reducing time available for fishing (Albers et al. 2021). Programs that compensate local people for
reduced fishing access through benefits-sharing or payments, however,may not induce reductions
in illegal fishing if the programs are not well linked to community pressure or to monitoring with
consequences (Robinson et al. 2014). Community-based MPAs invoke Ostrom-style concepts of
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overcoming open access overexploitation through community institutions with implicit or explicit
enforcement of community rules.Comanagement can enhance fisheries and increase conservation
benefits (Guidetti & Claudet 2010, Voorberg & Van der Veer 2020).

The economics and conservation policy literatures focus on fishing as the main threat to ben-
efits that MPAs seek to generate. Threats to conservation benefits other than those related to fish
stocks include ecosystem conversion, such as mangrove deforestation, pollution from aquaculture
and tourism, and damaging fishing practices such as dynamite fishing, which all require manage-
ment actions other than enforcing fishing restrictions. In addition, management actions can not
only prevent damages but also create benefits, such as management decisions about tourism infra-
structure.Management decisionsmight also reflect differences between artisanal, commercial, and
recreational fishers, with the importance of recreational fishers often overlooked in MPA analysis
(Arlinghaus et al. 2019).

2.2.6. Timing choices and considerations. Spatial fishery models used for MPA analysis typ-
ically examine the steady state without the transition from a depleted starting point (Albers et al.
2020a, 2021; Sanchirico &Wilen 2001; Sanchirico et al. 2010). In nonspatial fishery frameworks,
the optimal policy to transition to the steady state is simple: apply a moratorium on fishing until
reaching the optimal long run stock size (Clark 1990), but spatial settings are not simple. The
spatial forest economics literature finds both cyclical steady states and long complex transitions
to the steady state because discrete space interacts with the dynamics of growth in nontrivial ways
(Robinson et al. 2008, Swallow &Wear 1993). Sanchirico et al. (2010) tackle the issue of how best
to use fishery management of effort levels, including moratoria on fishing, to allow a depleted
resource to recover in a metapopulation. Their results find that the single-location’s most rapid
approach path is not optimal for locations linked by dispersal in a metapopulation, although sets of
sites can form that path. Although their study is not economic analysis, Brown et al. (2015b) find
that using static models to consider marine reserve costs to fisheries provides inaccurate results
as compared to dynamic models, especially given the dynamics of larval dispersal. In empirics,
Ovando et al. (2016) find long periods after marine reserve formation during which conservation
efforts are costly to fishers. Smith & Wilen (2004) empirically estimate both short- and long-run
responses to marine reserve formation and find that fishing effort responds quickly to reserves,
with more exploitation outside the reserve that may prolong the transition to the steady state.
These and other analyses emphasize that the recovery path matters but do not explore how that
transition influences the location or other decisions about a permanent MPA (Corrales et al. 2020,
Kaplan et al. 2019, Russ & Alcala 2004).

Although most MPAs are established into perpetuity, fishery closures that act like temporary
MPAs are a common management tool for both fishery outcomes and conservation of particular
species in what conservation scientists label dynamic conservation (Reynolds et al. 2017). Conser-
vation scientists investigate rotating MPAs and evidence of species protection from temporary
closures (Cohen & Foale 2013, Game et al. 2009). Temporary MPAs are increasingly impor-
tant policy tools to protect migratory species, such as closing lobster fisheries for migratory right
whales. Smith et al. (2020) find that short-term closures cause highly variable impact across time
due to the dynamics of target species distributions. Similar issues arise at the multiyear level for
dynamic MPAs to respond to ecosystem and species location changes over time, sometimes due to
climate change (e.g.,Cashion et al. 2020).Costello&Polasky (2008) use interannual spatial models
to identify years in which a reserve is optimal, based on ecosystem dynamics. Englander (2021) re-
veals the role of temporary closures to protect juvenile anchoveta in Peru in providing information
to fishers that leads to increased total juvenile catch. Given the common use of temporary actions
for fishery management, spatially dynamic MPAs could prove a useful and acceptable policy tool
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in addition to permanent, stationary MPAs. Regardless, economic analysis to inform the location-
duration of temporary, and perhaps spatially moving,MPAs remains limited (Albers et al. 2022a,b).

3. BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

As compared to terrestrial PAs, establishing MPAs faces lower start-up costs due to the lack of
private ownership of marine areas but potentially higher ongoing costs associated with enforcing
access and use restrictions (Bohorquez et al. 2019). Waldron et al. (2020) predict that low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs) will face 70–90% of the implementation costs of achieving
30% PAs by 2030, which signals the need for international funding sources. Despite the promi-
nence of paper parks and tight budget constraints for ongoing management and enforcement
in lower-income countries, but also in wealthier countries, economic analysis of MPAs rarely
considers those costs in evaluation nor in siting decisions. In addition, little is known about the
level of budgets required to make MPAs effective at generating economic or conservation gains.
Gravestock et al. (2008) use regression analysis of surveys in 36 countries to determine what drives
budgetary needs in MPAs, finding that those budgets are higher with large MPA sizes and higher
MPA visitor numbers.

Conservation finance searches for sustainable funding mechanisms to enable MPAs to gener-
ate conservation and economic benefits, but the issues are daunting. Bos et al. (2015) find that
funding is too small, is not from diverse sources, underutilizes existing financial mechanisms, and
is not incorporated into conservation planning. Constrained optimization frameworks for MPAs
demonstrate that making MPA network siting and sizing decisions without considering ongoing
management budget constraints limits MPA effectiveness by choosing the wrong sites and sizes
(Albers et al. 2020a, 2021). Millage et al. (2021) demonstrate that Conservation Finance Areas
that incorporate fishing and lease payments can provide better outcomes than MPAs that have
limited budgets. Recognizing the lack of MPA financing, Ison et al. (2018) use surveys to deter-
mine stakeholders’ willingness to pay and willingness to contribute time to community manage-
ment of MPAs as a bottom-up financing tool. Similarly, user fees, comanagement mechanisms,
and capturing willingness to pay to fund MPAs appear to be feasible financing options in Taiwan
and Jamaica (Chen et al. 2014, Reid-Grant & Bhat 2009). Waldron et al. (2017) identify con-
nections between conservation spending and biodiversity loss and find that the dynamic path of
conservation finance reflects human development pressure and conservation spending’s effective-
ness.Tourism generates gate receipts, althoughmany countries centralize gate receipts rather than
use them as management budgets. Nonetheless, tourism provides a central mechanism through
which governments and local communities can capture global values for biodiversity conserva-
tion, yet tourism-related decisions rarely enter MPA decisions (Waldron et al. 2020). Overall, the
full suite of conservation finance mechanisms—including grants, bonds, philanthropy, and various
market-based instruments—have yet to provide sufficient sustainable financing for MPAs or to be
adequately integrated into MPA planning (Bos et al. 2015).

4. POLICY, SOCIOECONOMIC, AND INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS
AND SETTING

Characteristics of the socioeconomic, institutional, and policy setting act as constraints or initial
conditions for MPA decisions. The management policy setting of the marinescape is of particular
importance in designing MPAs because that setting determines responses of people to the MPA.
For example, with rents dissipated in an open access marinescape prior to MPA implementation,
Sanchirico & Wilen (2001) depict the importance of the relative size of dispersal from the MPA
to create benefits to fishers outside of the MPA.Costello & Polasky (2008) and Albers et al. (2021)
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find that marine reserves cannot correct all open access issues but can provide increased profits
or incomes as a function of marinescape management. Albers et al. (2021) find that nonspatial
management policies such as licenses, gas taxes, and wage programs can augment the effective-
ness of MPAs. Sanchirico (2002) finds that limited-entry fisheries lead to different reserve siting
decisions than settings with complete entry, especially with heterogeneity in the system. Herrera
(2007) explores interactions between temporary MPAs and imperfect compliance quota systems.
Davis et al. (2015) characterize relationships between MPAs and TURFs, where TURF manage-
ment is a function of spatial property rights enforcement. Costello & Kaffine (2010) find that
MPAs can improve or diminish economic and fish abundance, depending on the coordination
across TURFs in the marinescape, including the emergence of private MPAs and strategic MPA
decisions. In addition, because distance costs influence fishers’ decisions, the distribution of fish-
ers or fishing ports with respect to fishing sites also influences MPA choices (Albers et al. 2020a,
Smith & Wilen 2004).

5. ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS AND CHARACTERISTICS

Because fish and people move across MPA boundaries, most MPA analyses consider both the
MPA and the surrounding marinescape. In fishery economics, the ecological system is often de-
picted as a marinescape of patches of fish subpopulations, with dispersal among subpopulations in
a metapopulation (Sanchirico & Wilen 1999), potentially with some patches as hotspots (Schnier
2005). That said, there are settings in which the scale of a subpopulation is larger than the scale of
MPAs, settings in which the policy scale does not permit distinguishing between subpopulations,
and other settings in which ametapopulation does not apply. Because of the spatial nature of defin-
ingmarine reserves, understanding the spatial organization of species to be protected is important,
even if the metapopulation description may be irrelevant in many, and potentially most, marine
settings (Grimm et al. 2003). Armstrong (2007) expands on the simple ecosystem descriptions in
a spatial MPA economic analysis to demonstrate opportunities for improvements in MPA imple-
mentation. In addition, many marinescapes have metapopulations of many species, and multiple
fisheries, that can be reflected in MPA frameworks; for example, Hastings et al.’s (2017) analysis
finds that marine reserves can increase yields from strong stocks and persistence of weak stocks
(Kellner et al. 2007, Walters et al. 2008).

The spatial movement of the fish resource and the connectivity of the system are characterized
in many ways, including the density or source-sink dispersal of adult fish and diffusion or current-
driven larval stage dispersal with sedentary adults (Costello & Kaffine 2010, Grüss et al. 2011).
Whether through modeling or empirical analyses, results show that the spatial behavior of the
resource plays a significant role in MPA impact and MPA design (Albers et al. 2021, Armstrong
& Skonhoft 2006, Cornejo-Donoso et al. 2017, Puckett & Eggleston 2016). Species with more
complex habitat needs, such as coral reef fish,migratory sea turtles, and whales, that move through
different settings, including nursery sites and breeding sites, require different characterizations of
their dispersal patterns through a connected marinescape (Mumby 2006, Albers et al. 2021). Still,
most economic analysis does not explicitly address the dispersal matrix of marine species between
sites or subpopulations. Bauer et al. (2010) and Albers et al. (2022a) demonstrate the importance
of the dispersal matrix itself for decisions about conservation of terrestrial species.

As in most renewable resource economics problems, defining the growth of the resource, par-
ticularly in relation to management actions and harvest, forms a critical aspect of the dynamic
analysis of MPAs.Most economic models include either a logistic growth function or a Beverton–
Holt growth function for harvested resource stocks.Using those growth functions,most economic
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research on MPA decisions reflects the decision at the bioeconomic steady state (e.g., Albers et al.
2020a, 2021; Costello & Kaffine 2010; Hallwood 2004; Sanchirico 2004; Smith & Wilen 2003).

For conservation benefits unrelated to fish stock size, the benefit functions may behave
quite differently over space and time than typical fish growth and dispersal functions, and
the conservation outcome may face threats from sources other than fishers’ harvests. For ex-
ample, a conservation goal of maximizing the number of species in an MPA requires the use of
ecological frameworks that depict interactions among species and how species diversity responds
to policy, such as protecting reefs from tourists. Similarly, conservation goals to improve stocks of
nonharvested fish require ecological system models integrated with economic policy frameworks
or ecosystem-based management approaches to assess policies, including, but not limited to,
fishing restrictions. Alternatively, conservation goals to maintain ecosystem function may require
addressing deforestation of mangroves.

6. PEOPLE’S RESPONSE CONSTRAINTS AND CHARACTERISTICS

The economics literature on MPAs is clear on the importance of considering people’s—typically
fishers’—responses to MPAs in order to make decisions about MPAs or to assess MPA impact
(Albers et al. 2020a, Bennett et al. 2020, Dépalle et al. 2020, Hannesson 1998, Reimer & Haynie
2018, Smith & Wilen 2003, Sultan 2020, Zhang & Smith 2011). In particular, MPA economic
analyses emphasize the importance of the spatial response of fisher behavior to the spatial policy
of MPAs (Albers et al. 2020a, 2021; Sanchirico & Wilen 2001; Smith & Wilen 2003). Although
conservation scientists describe a response of fishers to MPAs, those descriptions—both modeling
and empirical—often fail to consider important aspects of people’s decisions. In some cases, con-
servation scientists evaluate MPAs with assumptions of no fisher redistribution of effort (Selig &
Bruno 2010, Sutcliffe et al. 2015) or redistribution of effort with total effort constant (Friedlander
et al. 2017, Klein & Watters 2020, Savina et al. 2013). Smith & Wilen (2003) find that typical
assumptions about fisher response bias predicted outcomes in favor of MPAs when fuller descrip-
tions of fisher spatial behavior find other outcomes. For economists to inform MPA decisions,
continued development of predictive models and empirical analyses that provide the microeco-
nomics of fisher decisions is critical.

Many economic MPA analyses assume that people respond to MPAs by taking advantage of all
arbitrage opportunities in open access settings (Sanchirico & Wilen 2001) and in well-managed
marinescapes (Costello & Polasky 2008). However, these assumptions may not capture artisanal
settings with low numbers of fishers (e.g., Madrigal-Ballestero et al. 2017). Economists typically
assume fishers’ location decisions are based on maximizing their expected returns across the set
of possible locations, including travel cost, and trading off against other values such as onshore
wages (Albers et al. 2020a, 2021; Smith et al. 2010). While some frameworks tacitly assume com-
plete compliance with MPAs by dropping the MPA from fishers’ possible locations, other frame-
works include the expected fishing returns in the MPA as a function of monitoring and penalties
(Albers et al. 2021). Frameworks with a fixed cost per site may interpret that cost as the distance
cost to access each site (Sanchirico &Wilen 1999). Because each fishing vessel incurs the distance
cost, however, these frameworks effectively model a representative vessel at each site, which is not
equivalent to assessing the aggregate of multiple individual boat decisions with each boat covering
that fixed cost. Albers et al.’s (2020a, 2021) articles discuss individual fisher behavior and the ag-
gregate impact across the marinescape in response toMPAs and other policies.These frameworks,
however, cannot accommodate a boat choosing several sites, which alters the distance-based fixed
costs incurred and the location of PAs (Albers et al. 2020b). In addition, economic models do not
typically address the dispersal matrix through which fish swim between subpopulations, but fishers
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worldwide respond to fish dispersing fromMPAs by fishing the line at MPA borders, which alters
persistence of species (Grüss et al. 2011).

Economic empirical analysis employs random utility models to estimate fisher location and
harvest decisions. Smith et al. (2010) assess the opportunity costs to fishers imposed by a no-take
reserve, in the short and long run, as a proxy for their willingness to support the marine reserve.
Smith & Wilen (2004) estimate MPA responses, including home port choice, using a seemingly
unrelated regression, which shows that switches to different ports reduce distance costs and re-
duce de facto reserves that are accessible from the new ports. Further, Zhang & Smith (2011)
emphasize the importance of fishers’ relocation of effort in response to marine reserves and de-
fine two critical issues for empirical analysis: heterogeneity in those responses and unobserved fish
stocks. Smith et al. (2010) characterize the impact of marine reserves on heterogeneous fishers—
including changes to their set of fishing locations, the abundance of target species, and the costs of
fishing—and state that identifying the short- and long-run costs can inform the siting of marine
reserves from a perspective of stakeholder support or opposition to the marine reserve. Using a
panel data model, Smith et al. (2006) find that estimates of MPA impact on yields may overesti-
mate benefits because they do not capture production functions and heterogeneity across vessels,
space, and time. A homogeneous fleet assumption incorrectly estimates the reallocation of effort
in response to spatial fishery closures and biases welfare estimates downward (Dépalle et al. 2020).
Due to heterogeneity among fishers, fishing effort may not adjust spatially to equate marginal
revenue rates among fishers and can lead to port changes (Holland 2000). Zhang & Smith (2011)
find heterogeneity in fisher spatial effort substitution in response to two marine reserves, with
increased fishing in surrounding areas. In contrast, Sultan (2021) uses a random parameter logit
model to estimate fishing effort and finds that travel distance, water depth, and catch rate variation
lead to lower levels of fishing effort near reserves, which explains higher fish stocks better than fish
dispersal spillovers for their example in Mauritius. Beyond the reserve boundaries, Lynch (2006)
describes heterogeneous distributions of fishing effort across space in response to habitat variabil-
ity. This empirical work suggests that the simpler models of fishing effort allocation across space
may not be sufficient for predicting the response to MPAs, the resulting outcomes, and therefore
the choice of MPA sites and sizes.

In addition, many aspects of MPAs generate responses from both fishers and nonfishers that
influence MPA outcomes. First, influencing fishing response, many MPAs use various benefits-
sharing, alternative income-generating projects, and onshore wage opportunities to compensate
local fishers for lost access to resources and/or to create incentives to induce fishers to reduce
their effort in fishing (Albers et al. 2021). Smith et al. (2010) consider responses to MPAs with
an onshore opportunity, as do other frameworks with an opportunity cost to fishing. Albers et al.
(2021) consider how some such policies and programs influence fishers’ decisions and how that
changed behavior leads to different MPA choices and outcomes. Beyond projects, tourism is a
primary market mechanism to influence local people’s fishing decisions. In Costa Rica, fishers
report that tourism wages and opportunities have provided incentives to reduce fishing effort
(Madrigal-Ballestero et al. 2017). Pham (2020) discusses theMPAmanagement decisions in lower-
income countries with respect to using tourism to diversify local people’s incomes while reducing
marine resource activities. In contrast, anecdotal evidence suggests that employment in tourism
near MPAs can attract nonlocal people, which limits the potential positive impact of MPA tourism
on local people and on their fishing effort. Second, local and nonlocal people may undertake
recreation activities, MPA employment, or tourism employment that does not alter their fishing
decisions but generates value.Noneconomists’ meta-analyses find that well-enforced, no-take and
old MPAs typically provide human well-being, with economic and governance considerations for
well-being, but negative impacts also occur in one-third of cases examined (Ban et al. 2017, 2019).
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Mascia et al.’s (2010) literature assessment finds that MPAs contribute to food security, social
well-being, and political power in local communities, with heterogeneous impact on different
groups. Overall, considering the fishers’ and people’s responses to MPAs is an important aspect of
designing MPAs to achieve conservation and economic outcomes.

7. SOLVING THE MODEL TO MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT EXPANDING
MARINE PROTECTED AREAS AND NETWORKS

Although an optimization framework is used here as a lens on the literature, using such a frame-
work forces the integration of ecological and economic decisions, including people’s behavior, to
achieve positive outcomes for conservation, social welfare, economic values, or their combina-
tions. Even for pure conservation outcomes, MPA decisions must reflect the responses of people
because people’s reactions to theMPA influence conservation and other outcomes.People respond
to all aspects of the MPA design decisions: The location, size, and configuration inform people’s
distance-based costs and the distribution of the resource across the marinescape; the type and level
of restrictions within the MPA influence people’s trade-offs among locations and activities; and
management decisions, including enforcement to influence the net returns from actions within the
MPA. Yet, in practice and often in the literature, MPA decisions are made somewhat sequentially,
such as siting and sizing decisions followed by management decisions, and often without regard to
budget constraints on upfront costs or ongoing management costs. In addition,much of the litera-
ture ignores management actions altogether and examines or predicts the outcomes from no-take
reserves without considering the costs of, and behavioral responses to, enforcement. Sequential
decisions and analysis of parts of the set of MPA decisions lead to unexpected outcomes, including
less conservation than expected or higher costs per level of conservation (Albers et al. 2021). For
example, siting an MPA prior to considering the costs of management leads to large and inap-
propriately configured MPAs in terms of producing the most conservation per unit of spending
(Albers et al. 2020a). Although general frameworks such as systematic conservation planning ap-
proaches integrate many dimensions of conservation decisions on a marinescape, thinking about
these decisions as a constrained optimization over space and time ensures that the integration
enables trade-offs as a function of people’s response to MPA decisions.

Overall, the MPA economics literature emphasizes the importance of the spatial behavior of
both the resources in the marine ecosystem and people in the marinescape, given that MPAs are
inherently spatial policies. In fish metapopulation settings, the economics MPA modeling litera-
ture predicts that MPAs are most likely to achieve conservation outcomes in settings where fish-
ing effort outside of the marine reserve can be controlled and/or significant enforcement occurs
(Albers et al. 2021, Costello & Polasky 2008, Hannesson 1998, Holland & Brazee 1996). These
frameworks predict that MPAs are most likely to achieve fishery yield increase when sufficient
heterogeneity between sites generates dispersal, such that the marine reserve acts as a source of
fish to harvested areas, and when theMPA is implemented in significantly overfishedmarinescapes
(Costello&Polasky 2008,Hannesson 1998,Holland&Brazee 1996,Pezzey et al. 2000,Sanchirico
&Wilen 2001, Schnier 2005). In systems with heterogeneous distance costs and limited manage-
ment budgets, optimal MPAs are small and occur at some distance from highly fished near-port
locations to leverage distance costs and limited enforcement to deter fishing in the MPA and
generate exit from fishing overall, often with incomplete enforcement of the MPA (Albers et al.
2020a, 2021). Empirical analysis of MPAs shows that simplified assumptions of fisher reaction to
reserve placement may significantly overestimate both the conservation and fishery benefits of an
MPA (Smith & Wilen 2003). Heterogeneity in the fleet type, boat gear, and spatial characteris-
tics can lead to different fisher responses to reserve formation that can influence the transition to
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the steady state and the benefits of the reserve (Dépalle et al. 2020, Holland 2000, Smith &Wilen
2004, Smith et al. 2006, Zhang & Smith 2011). In summary,MPA decisions should plan for impact
and effectiveness by reflecting both spatial ecological attributes and spatial decisions of people.

To take steps toward economic analysis that informs MPA network expansions, integrating
econometric assessment of MPA impact with further analysis to describe fisher and nonfisher spa-
tial responses to MPAs, particularly in heterogeneous groups and settings, will improve the eco-
nomic efficiency ofMPA decisions.MPAs produce benefits beyond those associated with changing
fishing behavior that require more analysis. Given the proposed expansion of MPAs, randomizing
earlyMPA network extensions to create an experimental setting for analysis would provide critical
information about what characteristics of MPAs provide net conservation and economic benefits
(Ferraro 2009, Ferraro & Pattanayak 2006). In addition to the challenges of convincing policy
makers to embrace that sort of experimental design in MPA expansions, MPA impact analysis is
complicated by the treatment of much of the marinescape through the spatial connections of the
ecological and economic systems. Nonetheless, using rigorous methods to assess MPA impact is
critical to generating efficient conservation policy (Ferraro & Hanauer 2015, Ferraro et al. 2019,
Ferraro & Pattanayak 2006).

8. DISCUSSION

8.1. Where’s the Economics of Marine Protected Areas?

In the last decade, economics journals have contained few articles with MPAs as the central topic,
despite the emphasis on expanding MPAs in conservation policy. The reasons behind this paucity
of articles could include editorial opinions that MPAs are not an important economic issue, that
the relevant questions have been answered, and that the techniques used to explore MPAs are not
appropriate for economics journals; or perhaps economists simply are not engaged with marine
conservation issues. In contrast, the conservation science literature, including interdisciplinary
journals, contains thousands of articles about MPAs, some with economists as authors. Although
publishing in outlets with wide readership, particularly practitioners and interdisciplinary re-
searchers, is important for furthering knowledge about MPAs and informing policy, the lack of
articles in economics journals makes it difficult to evaluate which articles use economics-based
methods in a rigorous and appropriate way because most such publications are not reviewed by
economists. This issue is particularly important with MPAs because many conservation scientists
undertake analysis about economic outcomes and MPA impact. Similar-sounding analyses may
use different methods or assumptions, particularly about how fishers reallocate effort in response
to MPAs, that then drive results.

In addition, economic policy impact analysis has grown markedly in recent years, with some
of that work assessing PA effectiveness. For example, econometric park effectiveness analysis
carefully considers the lack of randomness of PA boundaries; that people behave differently
near borders, which fishing location decisions clearly demonstrate; and that boundaries produce
edge effects and spillovers. Yet, dozens of conservation science articles describe conservation
effectiveness and MPA impact analysis that do not consider these advances in impact analysis,
such as comparing outcomes in unprotected areas (Friedlander et al. 2017, Selig & Bruno 2010)
and comparing the outcome measures before/after an MPA has been placed without considering
the counterfactual of no-MPA (Savina et al. 2013). Even within economic terrestrial PA analyses,
few consider people’s decisions rather than pixel characteristics, the heterogeneity of people and
their actions, or the role of management actions like enforcement or incentives to deter PA use. In
addition, the fishing location decision is different from terrestrial deforestation location decisions
in that fishing in any site that accesses one subpopulation in a metapopulation has an impact on
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all sites that access that subpopulation. These and other characteristics of the use of MPAs can be
modeled by economists and brought into impact analysis to establish standards for how fishers’
economic decisions influence MPA impact analysis.

In addition to further economic analysis of MPAs in economics journals, some issues might
be addressed by developing a set of MPA research and assessment guidelines from a blue ribbon
panel that includes economists. Gaines et al. (2010) provide guidelines for both conservation and
fisheries management, but a detailed characterization of the ecological processes is not matched
by similar detail on the economic behavior of fishers and nonfishers or the socio-institutional
setting. Overall, the most important aspect of MPA decisions that economists can bring to the
current debate about expanding MPAs and MPA networks is a more in-depth understanding of
the actions of individual people and how those actions aggregate across people, space, and time,
including in settings with heterogeneous fishers and other marine users.

8.2. Low- and Middle-Income Country Considerations

Much of the expansion of MPA networks is likely to occur in the developing world, but little
research uses developing country characteristics defined in the environment-development eco-
nomics literature to examine those decisions (Marinesque et al. 2012). First, individuals make
decisions within subsistence and semi-subsistence settings, missing or thin markets, household
labor and capital constraints, budget constraints, and high poverty, which can contribute to
distributions of effort. Second, many artisanal fishing communities manage resources as groups
and work in cooperatives. Third, fisheries contain heterogeneous groups of fishers such as local
small-scale fishers, local commercial fishers, and international fishers, with different gear and
spatial decisions. Fourth, many LMICs’ MPAs have small budgets for management, including
enforcement, which raises issues of using siting and other decisions to improve MPA effective-
ness in the face of illegal harvest and incomplete enforcement. Fifth, multiple-use MPAs and
compensation mechanisms are common in LMICs to address concerns about income burdens on
high-poverty communities. Lastly, many LMIC fisheries are low-data settings that limit options
to estimate responses to MPAs.

No analyses of LMICs in the MPA economics literature address many of these considerations.
Madrigal-Ballestero et al. (2017) survey artisanal fishers to develop insight into imperfect enforce-
ment and the tourism labor market trade-offs facing fishers in Costa Rica. A series of articles ex-
plores fisher decisions in the presence of imperfect labor markets with wage opportunities, small
numbers of fishers, incomplete enforcement, labor allocation decisions subject to a labor time
constraint, and limited enforcement budgets for MPA decisions for community income goals, fish
stock goals, and turtle conservation goals (Albers et al. 2020a, 2021; Capitán et al. 2020). Brown
et al. (2001) explore a multicriteria decision framework in Tobago with stakeholder-driven weights
on different criteria and emphasize the LMIC context through a focus on fishing, tourism jobs,
and subsistence.

Analyses outside of the economics literature explore LMIC MPA decisions but in ways that
may not adequately reflect people’s decisions in such settings. As elsewhere in the systematic
conservation planning literature, Kockel et al. (2020) use lost fishing grounds as the metric
of impact on artisanal fishers rather than the fisher response to MPAs. To evaluate trade-offs
between biodiversity and socioeconomic values, Teixeira et al. (2018) estimate fisher opportunity
costs in data-poor regions but use habitat characteristics alone to estimate the spatial distribution
of those costs. Grantham et al. (2013) compare several zoning and MPA configurations but use
proximity between communities and restrictive zones as a metric to determine an equitable
distribution of community impact.
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As discussed above, moratoria or temporary MPAs are often used to allow stocks to recover,
but such analyses tacitly assume that zero harvest is feasible and costless to achieve. In LMIC
settings, a moratorium takes food and a primary income source away from fishing communities in
which people have few alternative income-generating opportunities and little access to credit to
enable consumption smoothing over the moratorium. Paying fishers for lost fishing income does
not remove the fishers’ incentives to fish, which means that the moratorium must be enforced,
with costs weighed against the benefits of the fastest recovery of stocks. Sanchirico et al. (2010)
find that allowing some fishing during the recovery period leads to slower recovery but with little
negative impact, which could be evaluated for LMIC settings along with subsistence and market
constraints and costs of enforcement during recovery. Brown et al. (2015a) consider short-term
losses incurred as MPA resources recover, exploring combinations of size, timing, and species
restricted to generate pathways that limit those losses, but they do not incorporate those issues
into marine reserve choices.

Similarly, decisions about the IUCN category and MPA restrictions should also reflect the
LMIC setting. No-take reserves may not be effective given limited enforcement budgets. In
terrestrial settings, some multiple-use PAs provided higher conservation benefits than stricter
category PAs that are not well enforced, which could be important in LMIC MPAs (Pfaff et al.
2014). As Tanzania’s marine parks are required to generate biodiversity conservation and to
alleviate poverty, some marine parks allow local people (insiders) to fish in the MPA, with limited
enforcement against outsiders and in core zones, while others make payments to villages based
on tourist gate receipts, which improves well-being but does not create incentives to comply with
MPA restrictions (Albers et al. 2021).

Further economic analysis of what influences the spatial response of artisanal fishers to MPAs,
what management actions and programs work to foster compliance with restrictions, and how
various sets of restrictions inform fisher decisions, is necessary to facilitate the expansion of MPA
networks across the developing world to generate conservation and economic benefits.

8.3. Conservation Economics: Beyond Harvest

Most MPAs have both conservation and fishery goals but few analyses treat these goals jointly,
due, in part, to the lack of valuation for many outcomes. Analyses that designMPAs that are robust
across various desirable outcomes could help achieve dual goals. A production possibility frontier
analysis can assess the trade-offs between conservation and economic outcomes to provide policy
guidance (Polasky et al. 2008).Where some nonmarket values are known, further trade-off analy-
sis is informative, such as Sanchirico et al.’s (2013) use of willingness to pay estimates for Stellar sea
lions to assess trade-offs between species conservation efforts and other benefits. Viewing MPA
networks as portfolios allows for trade-offs within the MPA network, with areas generating con-
servation benefits, such as through well-enforced no-take reserves, while other areas generate eco-
nomic returns, such as throughmultiple-useMPAs, with portfolio approaches also mitigating risk.

Because the primary goals of many MPAs include conserving species and ecosystems, con-
servation economists have much to contribute to MPA policy beyond the current focus on fish-
ery impact (Shogren et al. 1999). Perhaps economists’ biggest contribution to biodiversity and
ecosystem conservation is the use of cost-effectiveness analysis, achieving a conservation goal in a
least-cost fashion (Ando et al. 1998). Fishing opportunity costs of MPAs are a central cost to the
MPAs, which means that some analyses have this cost-effectiveness characteristic, yet other costs
and values also matter and are rarely incorporated in MPA economic analysis.

Conservation economists could consider conservation benefit functions beyond those based
on fish stocks to improveMPA decisions for conservation outcomes. Both the spatial and dynamic
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characteristics of those conservation or ecosystem service production functions may look rather
different from the fish growth and dispersal functions prevalent in the MPA literature, which
implies that the MPA design—across all MPA choice variables—will also differ. In addition, the
human threats that MPAs seek to limit include nonfishing actions, such as ecosystem conversion
for aquaculture or reef damage from tourism. To make appropriate MPA design choices in set-
tings where fish biomass is not the primary driver of conservation benefits and fish harvests are not
the sole threat, economists could work in interdisciplinary groups to depict relevant production
functions, define management cost functions, and assess the impact of MPA design and manage-
ment choices on the responses of people who generate value, such as through tourism, and who
generate conservation losses, such as through pollution. Bringing economic tools to bear on MPA
choices to deliver conservation benefits can improve the efficient allocation of limited funds for
that conservation and therefore provide more conservation benefits per budget.

9. CONCLUSION

MPAs are significant tools for the conservation of marine systems and, often, for fishery manage-
ment.With recent calls to expand MPA networks to cover 30% of marine area worldwide, MPAs
are increasingly important in terms of their size, their impact on economic returns from fishing
and tourism, the number of people whose livelihoods and lifestyles interact with them, and their
role in mitigating damage from climate change. In addition, MPAs represent the primary tool
to address the current extinction crisis. Through their expertise in addressing people’s decisions,
economists have much to contribute to the extensive MPA conservation science and policy litera-
ture by conducting more modeling and empirical analyses of people’s, not just fishers’, responses
to MPAs and the impact of MPAs on people’s well-being and conservation outcomes.

The existing economics literature focuses on fishery income or harvests and provides limited
analysis of alternative goals, such as species protection, or of costs other than fishing opportunity
costs, such as enforcement, to inform the efficient use of conservation funding through planning
and implementing MPAs. For economists to play a significant role in the proposed dramatic in-
crease in MPAs worldwide, we define four priorities:

1. Examine low- and middle-income country MPA expansions with explicit recognition of the
socioeconomic and institutional settings;

2. Develop fuller descriptions of the spatial response of fishers and nonfishers to MPAs,
including in heterogeneous groups;

3. Develop and analyze frameworks that assess spatial ecosystem service production functions
for MPA benefits, beyond fish stocks and harvests, as a function of people and MPA design
choices; and

4. Undertake econometrically appropriate MPA impact evaluation and encourage the
expansion of MPA networks in an experimental structure to identify what works.

These and other economic MPA analyses will enable MPA and MPA network expansions to pro-
vide higher conservation and economic outcomes during this exciting period of PA expansions
worldwide.
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